Recently, Kernel Correlation Filter (KCF) has achieved great attention in visual tracking filed, which provide excellent tracking performance and high possessing speed. However, how to handle the scale variation is still an open problem. In this paper, focusing on this issue that a method based on Gaussian scale space is proposed. Firstly, we will use KCF to estimate the location of the target, the context region which includes the target and its surrounding background will be the image to be matched. In order to get the matching image of a Gaussian scale space, image with Gaussian kernel convolution can be got. After getting the Gaussian scale space of the image to be matched, then, according to it to estimate target image under different scales. Combine with the scale parameter of scale space, for each corresponding scale image performing bilinear interpolation operation to change the size to simulate target imaging at different scales. Finally, matching the template with different size of images with different scales, use Mean Absolute Difference (MAD) as the match criterion. After getting the optimal matching in the image with the template, we will get the best zoom ratio s, consequently estimate the target size. In the experiments, compare with CSK, KCF etc. demonstrate that the proposed method achieves high improvement in accuracy, is an efficient algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Visual object tracking is a challenging project in computer vision [1] [2] [3] [4] , as well as get high attention in application field, like surveillance, human computer interface, robotics. Although with the development of machine learning visual tracking technology has achieve great progress, it still faces enormous challenges because of illumination variation, scale variation, occlusion, fast motion, deformation, out-of-plane rotation.
Recently, with machine learning introduced into the field of visual object tracking, visual tracking algorithm based on detection performance significantly well [5, 6] . The basic idea of this method is train a binary classifier through the existing samples, then use the classifier classify search region, the largest point of confidence map is the target location, thereby distinguish the target and the background. We can also call these methods as discriminative tracker, includes structured output tracking with kernel (Struck) [7] , tracking-learning-detection (TLD) [8] , multiple instance learning tracking (MIL) [9] ,etc. All these methods using sparse sampling strategy, that is, samples are collected in the target's neighborhood, but with the increase of sampling window computation increase as well. Bolme et al [10] . introduce correlation filter into visual tracking field first time, propose a minimum output sum of squared error (MOSSE) tracking method. Circulant structure of tracking-by-detection with kernel (CSK) [11] tracker use cyclic shifts codes dense sampling operation, using ridge regression model combined with Kernel Trick to train nonlinear classifier. Spatio-Temporal
Context (STC) [12] tracker mix background information in training sample, strengthen certain adaptability of occlusion.
Kernelized correlation filter (KCF) [13] tracker based on CSK, use HOG [14] feature replace gray feature, improved the adaptability of illumination variation and deformation. But all methods based on correlation filter couldn't solve scale adaptive problem, it will be influenced when target scale changed much. Therefore, we proposed a scale estimation method with Gaussian scale space under the base of KCF.
Review of KCF Tracker
The core concept of KCF tracker is using circulant matrices replace all samples, calculate the correlation coefficient of classifier and new frame of picture by Kernel Trick. Meanwhile, due to transform the calculation to the frequency domain, it reached high computation rate.
Cyclic shifts and circulant matrics
For explanation simplicity, we will first focus on single-channel one-dimensional image. Consider a n × 1 vector 
Shift x by one element, we can get x again after n times shifts. All sample collection said by type
Or written in matrix form namely circulant matrices
Circulant matrices has a good property, is the key of simplified calculation, that is, whatever x is, circulant matrix X can be represented as
Ridge regression
Ridge regression is a biased-data-estimate method which is improved by LS model. It gives a closed-form function
The regularization parameter λ can control the overfitting situation. Minimize the Eq.5 could get linear classifier
Mapping w to high-dimensional space and get polynomial representation w = ∑ a l x l M l=1
, then, using the kernel function we can get α = ( + ) −1 (7)
It can be proved that if C(x) is circulant matrix, some of the commonly kernel function own circulant matrices properties, like gaussian kernel
Transform computation to frequency domain, we will get nonlinear classifier ̂=̂+ (9)
Fast detection
For new frame of picture z, if we use linear classifier w, according to response function, we can the detection function will be
Or if we use nonlinear classifier, mapping the sample with kernel function
We can also use circulant matrices to simplify computation, that is
KCF with Gaussian scale

Gaussian scale space
Gaussian scale space [15, 16] Through the qualitative analysis we can obtain that, with the increase (decrease) of σ, scale parameter t will increase (decrease) at the same time, leading to the degree of blurring of each scale-image scale-space increases (decrease), simulating the target scale changes from near (far) to far (near).
Target multi-scale estimation
According to the scale parameter, for each corresponding scale image performing bilinear interpolation operation, change 
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Experimental environment and evaluation index
Our experiment platform is MATLAB R2014b, Intel Core i7-4790 CPU (3.60GHz) PC with 4 GB memory. We use 3 evaluation criteria: the first one is mean center location error (CLE). It is the Euclidean distance between the center of tracked results and ground truth, the second one is distance precision (DP) and the last is overlapping precision (OP). 
Algorithm performance comparison
This algorithm also has the advantage over another state-of-the-art trackers (CSK, MIL, Struck, TLD). Our average CLE is 6.16 pixel, the second best is 13.612 pixel, decrease by 7.452 pixel. Our average DP is 97.32%, the second best is 83.86%, increase by 13.46%. Our average OP is 80.5%, the second best is 60.58%, increase by 19.92%. the DP curves as fig.1 shows. 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper is based on the KCF, in view of KCF can not solve the problem of target scale change, we propose a method based on Gaussian scale space. Matching the template with Gaussian scale space of target to find the dimension scaling rate. Our method outperformed the state-of-the-art trackers on the benchmark dataset.
